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Dear Members,

First and foremost, I would like to welcome new MGA Council members
Abdul Aziz Othman (PETRONAS Gas Bhd), Md Ezamudin Mohd Said (PTTEP),
Lai Shangvoon (ConocoPhillips), Yusri Mohamed (Valser Oil & Gas) and Heng
Phok Wee (Deleum Berhad) on board and look forward to work together to
ensure a vibrant and sustainable gas industry.

At the 35th Annual General Meeting (AGM) held on 17 June 2021, we
celebrated MGA's 35th Anniversary.

I am proud and humbled by the responsibility entrusted upon me by MGA
members to bear the torch carrying the MGA blue flame, fuelled by natural
gas, the cleanest burning fuel.

The flame that was lit by the first MGA President, Dato' MB Hashim, in 1986,
was kept burning brightly by ensuing MGA Presidents namely, Mohd Ali
Yasin, Muri Muhammad, Datuk Abd Rahim Hj Hashim and Pramod
Karunakaran.

It is with great honour that I, as the current MGA President, carry this sacred
MGA blue flame into and beyond its 35th year as the lead advocate for the
Malaysian Gas industry.

Beyond MGA's 35th year, the industry is expected to be presented with new
challenges & opportunities in addition to the current challenges &
opportunities in ensuring gas market liberalisation, growing greater demand
for gas and educating on the importance of gas to our socio-economic
growth.

As developed nations race towards net zero emission, greater pressure is
being mounted to decarbonise the gas industry that is dominated by natural
gas.

In response to calls to decarbonise and in order to remain relevant, the
International Gas Union (IGU) has committed to include all gases, especially
hydrogen and renewable gas, under its stable.

However, developing countries still need fossil fuel to ensure energy security
and access in order to fuel its economic growth and improve living
standards. As different regions have different priorities, IGU expects natural
gas to remain a significant fuel in a pragmatic and equitable clean energy
transition.

In Malaysia, several MGA members are already venturing into green gases.
We anticipate that the National Energy Policy (NEP), set to be released in Q3
2021, will lay out the nation's plans for all gases including natural gas,
hydrogen and biogas. We also expect the respective ministries to eventually
release policies or roadmaps to promote hydrogen and biogas economies.

As an Association representing members from across the value chain of the
gas industry, MGA is best positioned to support the Government in drafting
any policy or roadmap relating to gas.
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Best Regards,
Hazli Sham

MGA is already part of several national level committees, including that for drafting of the Natural Gas
Roadmap (NGR) that is set to be released together with the NEP.

MGA is committed to continue to play its role in representing the industry to advocate towards a vibrant
and sustainable gas industry. MGA is now widely regarded as the bridge between policymakers and
industry players.

We played the bridging role effectively when we successfully convened senior leaders from the entire
spectrum of the gas market, including policymaker and regulator, at MGA Roundtable on TPA in May 2021
to discuss how to make the third party access (TPA) for the gas market work even more effectively

Recognising our role as the voice of the Malaysian Gas industry, we have also been invited to speak by both
national and international organisations, including the likes of IGU and Gas Exporting Country Forum
(GECF).

Coincidently, IGU is celebrating it’s 90th year anniversary and has issued a history book as commemoration.
Do read to book to discover MGA’s proactive participation and leadership at IGU throughout its history.

We will not be able to achieve all these without the strong support from our members. Thank you for your
support.

We urge all members to join us to broadcast the importance of gas in our transition towards a low carbon
economy.

My appreciation also to fellow Council members, MGA working committees and not forgetting the MGA
Secretariat for their tireless efforts in keeping the MGA blue flame burning brightly and proudly.

Stay safe everyone.

PS: On 13th July 2021, as IGU’s Regional Coordinator, I had the honour to convey a reality check in a
message delivered during a meeting with G20 countries. Read more about the message on page 3.

- Continued from page 1 -
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International Gas Union (IGU) met policymakers from the G20 countries on 13 July 2021 at a virtual meeting to
discuss the Critical Role of Gas Molecules in the Energy Transition. At the meeting moderated by its Secretary
General, Andy Calitz, IGU representatives from the various regions presented their respective cases for gas.

MGA is proud that MGA President, Hazli Sham Kassim, was selected to present the case for the South Asia and
Southeast Asia regions. As IGU’s Regional Coordinator for those regions, Hazli Sham stressed the need to pivot
clean energy transition around gas in order to balance the energy trilemma in a just and equitable manner. Read
his full speech below.

The Critical Role of Gas Molecules in the Energy Transition

Speech as delivered 
by Hazli Sham Kassim, 
Regional Coordinator 
for South & Southeast Asia, 
International Gas Union

The South Asia and Southeast Asia regions is
home to 30% of the world's population. It is a
developing region that is facing fundamental
challenges on energy trilemma. 152 million are
not connected to electricity from the grid and 900
million lacks access to clean cooking.

To expand energy access that is affordable to a
developing region like ours, we have been relying
on cheaper coal. However, this has come at a
great environmental and health cost.

We are encouraged by the renewable energy
targets committed by governments in this region.
Renewables is critical for any clean energy
transition but at current technologies, renewables
alone is not enough. We still need fossil fuel to
energise our economic growth.

What better than natural gas, the cleanest
burning fuel, a fuel that is indigenous to the
region?

To ensure sustainability of the gas supply that is
critical to the economy, we need continued
investment and funding of new gas extraction and
delivery infrastructure projects.

Even as the region looks towards natural gas to
achieve shared prosperity, we do understand the
urgency to decarbonise the gas industry and IGU
members in our region have already started
venturing into hydrogen and renewables gases.

In our haste to race to zero, we must ensure
that the path we choose is pragmatic and
equitable for everyone on this planet.

Created in 1999, the G20 is the international forum that
brings together the world’s major economies. Its
members account for more than 80% of world GDP, 75%
of global trade and 60% of the population of the planet.

The G20 does not have a permanent secretariat. Its
agenda and activities are established by the rotating
Presidencies, in cooperation with the membership.

About the “Group of 20”

Argentina
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
France
Germany
Japan
India
Indonesia (next President)

Italy (Current President)
Mexico
Russia
South Africa
Saudi Arabia (Past President)
South Korea
Turkey,
United Kingdom
United States
European Union
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We are delighted to welcome Abdul Aziz Othman, Chief Executive Officer/ Managing Director PETRONAS Gas Berhad, Md Ezamudin
Bin Mohd Said, General Manager, Commercial and JV Management section PTTEP Sarawak Oil Limited, Lai Shangvoon, Senior
Commercial Negotiator, ConocoPhillips Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd and Yusri Mohamad, Group Chief Operation Officer, Valser Oil & Gas Sdn
Bhd and Heng Phok Wee, Chief Executive Officer Deleum Services Sdn Bhd as new Council members for the coming year.

2021/2022 Council Members

Farewell

On another note, MGA sadly bids farewell to its outgoing
Council Members, Benjamin Choo representing PTTEP, Anwar
Yusoff representing ConocoPhillips Asia Pacific Sdn Bhd and
Nan Yusri representing Deleum Berhad. We take this
opportunity to express our sincere appreciation for their
inspiring vision and leadership as MGA Council Members.
Thank you for all the work that they have done the past years,
wishing them the very best in their future undertaking!
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MGA Organised it’s full virtual 35th Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

With Kuala Lumpur still undergoing movement control order (MCO),
MGA for the second year running held a virtual AGM.

Compared to last year when the Secretariat team was able to
coordinate the AGM from the office, the 35th Annual General
Meeting (AGM) held on 17 June 2021 was coordinated entirely from
home, including handling the Council elections.

At the AGM, Hazli Sham, MGA President, tabled the Annual Report
2020 that was subsequently adopted by the General Meeting. The
Annual Report highlighted MGA’s activities in 2020 organised
through the working committees and based on the three pillars of
MGA mission, namely Advocacy, Communications and Education.

Hazli Sham also reported that all physical events, including major
income-generating events, had to be cancelled due to MCO. He also
express his appreciation that members are still supporting MGA by
membership fees contributions that keep the Association going.

Other Council Members that attended the AGM

In his closing remarks, Hazli Sham expressed his profound appreciation and gratitude to all MGA members for their continuous support

in establishing and positioning MGA as the lead advocate for the gas industry. Moving forward, he encourages all members to join as

one cohesive voice to advocate towards a vibrant and sustainable Malaysian gas industry.

Thank You to All Members

The MCO also provided opportunity for MGA to innovate and adapt. In
2020, MGA was able to organise several virtual events such as webinars
that provide a channel to share knowledge with its members.

Mustaffa Kamal, MGA Treasurer, tabled the Financial Statement 2020
that was subsequently adopted by the General Meeting. Thanks to the
contribution of membership fees, MGA was able to maintain a healthy
income surplus.

MGA also celebrated it’s 35th Anniversary at the AGM with a special
video presentation. This video will be made available for public viewing
at a later date.
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MGA, through its Regulatory and Government Affairs Working Committee
(RGA WC), on 4 May 2021 organised a virtual MGA Roundtable on TPA, a
dialogue session with the theme “Opportunities and Challenges in the
Third Party Access market”.

The roundtable provided a great platform to policymaker, regulator and
industry players in the Third Party Access (TPA) market to deliberate on
the progress, opportunities presented and the challenges faced.

This Roundtable, following the success of the first Roundtable on LNG
Market held a month earlier, has successfully convened the most senior
representatives from all the parties directly involved in the TPA market.

The Roundtable is divided into the following parts;

• Part-1: Updates from the policy, regulatory, infrastructure, activities
shippers and consumer perspectives; essentially the entire spectrum of
TPA

• Part-2: Panel Discussions Session participated by representatives from
all the parties directly involved in the TPA market. See next page for list
of participants.

All issues raised and recommendations put forward during the Panel
Session were collated and submitted as a report to the Economic Planning
Unit.

Hazli Sham Kassim
President, MGA

P o s i t i v e  F e e d b a c k s  o n  t h e  R o u n d t a b l e

Showcasing collective commitment amongst policymaker, regulator 
and industry players to ensure the success of gas market liberalisation

MGA Roundtable on TPA

Welcome Remarks Delivered by;

Keynote Speech by;

“We are pleased to witness the energetic and passionate dialogue at Roundtable, demonstrating that all
parties involved are singular in their interest to ensure the success of the Third Party Access. We hope
that the suggestions and recommendations raised during the dialogue will be considered and adopted by
the concerned parties. We look forward to more Importers and Shippers to participate in the TPA market;
trading on willing buyer-willing seller basis and on a level playing field, thus providing competitive options
to consumers,” said MGA President, Hazli Sham Kassim after the successful conclusion of the Roundtable.

The Roundtable also provided
wholesome insights into TPA and
was indeed an “eye-opener”
especially for the other 7 Importers
& Shippers, mostly new, that
attended the session as observers.

“All the issues have been laid on the
table,” said a regulator.

A policymaker commended MGA for being a proactive bridge
between the government and industry players.

“MGA is committed to play its role as the nation’s lead advocate
for the natural gas in promoting engagement, discourse and
dialogue with key stakeholders to develop a vibrant and
sustainable gas industry fuelling Malaysia's socio-economic
growth,” said MGA Secretary General, Rosman Hamzah, after
successfully organising the MGA Roundtable of TPA.

Zaeidah Mohamed Esa 
Director of Energy 

Economic Planning Unit 
(EPU)
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Abdul Razak Saim 
Head of Business Development 

& Commercial  
PETRONAS Gas Bhd

Zaeidah Mohamed Esa 
Director of Energy 

Economic Planning Unit 
(EPU)

MGA Roundtable on TPA

P a r t i c i p a n t s  t o  t h e  R o u n d t a b l e

Policymaker

Infrastructure
Operator

Shippers

Consumer

Khairuddin Khalik 
Chief Executive Officer 

PETRONAS Energy & Gas Trading

Sriram Narayanan 
General Manager, 
New Markets Asia
Shell Energy Asia

Steven Aroki
Chairman of Energy 

& Utilities Committee 
(FMM)

Operating and maintaining  
regasification terminals to 
receive, store & regasify
LNG into natural gas and 
transmission & distribution 
pipelines to deliver gas 
under an arrangement 
with Shipper(s).

Selling natural gas and 
subscribe capacity with a 
regasification, 
transportation and/or 
distribution licensee to 
deliver natural gas to 
consumers.

Zahid Osman
Council Member 

MGA

Regulator

Moderator

Shahrir Shariff
Chief Executive Officer 

Gas Malaysia Energy & Services 

Datuk Mohd Aqliff Shane
Managing Director

Petrolife Aero

Azlan Mohd Kordi
Head of Regulatory Economics, 

Industry Dev & Commercial
Gas Malaysia Distribution

Rumaizi Abdul Halim
Deputy Director, 

Third Party Access
Suruhanjaya Tenaga
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The release of Net Zero by 2050 report by the International Energy Agency (IEA) in May 2021 has generated a
great debate amongst policymakers and industry players across the globe. In the report, IEA stressed that
investment in new oil and gas developments needed to end immediately if the world was to reach the ambition
of its net-zero emissions by 2050 and limit global temperature rises to 1.5 degrees Celsius. The report describes a
path to net zero emissions by 2050, in which demand for coal falls by 90%, demand for gas by 55% and demand
for oil by 75%. A sudden halt to new fossil fuel investment appears improbable as companies planning billions of
dollars of spending on highly profitable oil and gas projects.

The report took the industry by surprise, especially, according to Natural Gas World (NGW), IEA has steadfastly
projected rising gas demand up to 2050, even in its Sustainable Development Scenario, which is aligned with the
Paris climate goals. The IEA’s Net Zero roadmap is seen as a very “Eurocentric” view of the world, failing to make
a distinction of decarbonisation and its challenges particularly between developing regions and countries in
Europe. According to an energy expert interviewed by NGW, “there are thousands of reports, even from
opponents of natural gas, that shows we need natural gas in the energy transition. There is no energy system
anywhere in the world that can deliver reliable energy supplies in the quantities needed without natural gas.
People seem to have forgotten that oil and gas are not just needed to provide energy, but are inextricably linked
to almost all of our economic activities”.

The Gas Exporting Countries Forum (GECF) said in a statement that “GECF believes in the right of countries,
particularly the developing economies, to have access to an abundant, affordable and clean source of energy. The
move away from investment in upstream gas resources can substantially affect the security of supply and prevent
countries from accessing competitive and clean energy sources, such as natural gas, which is compatible with
sustainable development”.

The President of the International Gas Union (IGU), Joe M Kang, told CERAWeek that the developing and under-
developed countries see this global policy centralisation as the second wave of imperialism. The NZE scenario is
just too ambitious and unrealistic given the fundamental changes required to achieve the energy mix target.
“There is no yellow brick road….for the energy issues”, he added.

The World Needs a Pragmatic Path to Net Zero

Impact to Natural Gas in IEA’s Net Zero by 2050 Report
• No new natural gas fields are needed in our pathway.

• Natural gas supplies become increasingly concentrated in a small number of low‐cost 
producers.

• Share of gas in global energy mix will fall from 23% in 2020 to  11% in 2050

• Share of gas in electricity generation will fall from 23% in 2020 to 1% in 2050. 
Meanwhile share of renewables and hydrogen combined is 95%

• In 2050, 26% of gas plant in generation capacity will be equipped with CCUS

• Gas expected to play important role in production of hydrogen.

Extracted from IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2020 (published in Oct 2020) 

Global fuel supply in STEPS & SDS Global fuel supply in NZE

Extracted from IEA’s Net Zero by 2050 (published in May 2021) 

C o m p a r i n g  E n e r g y  O u t l o o k  B e t w e e n  I E A ’ s  S c e n a r i o s
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IGU’s 12th Annual World LNG Report

International Gas Union (IGU) has released its 12th annual World LNG Report which highlight the
exceptional events of 2020 that impacted the LNG market globally. The report itself is the world’s
most comprehensive public source of information on key developments and trends in LNG sector.

According to IGU, Gas in all forms, whether natural gas or hydrogen molecules, alongside
electrons, and the necessary infrastructure, are imperative to help individual countries meet their
climate goals. Further development of the global gas market, through continued expansion of
global LNG liquefaction, regasification and transport infrastructure, will serve as a critical
foundation for a sustainable post COVID-19 recovery.
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE REPORT

Malaysia in the Global LNG Market

• Malaysia retained its position as the 5th largest LNG
exporting country with 23.9% market share, exporting a
total amount of 23.9 MT in 2020.

• LNG exports from Malaysia in 2020 was down by 2.4MT
from 2019 levels

• Malaysia’s total liquefaction capacity stands at 30.5MTA
with nearly 80% utilization in 2020.

• As of February 2021, Malaysia’s total sanctioned and
operational FLNG liquefaction capacity was third largest
at 2.7 MTPA, after Australia & Mozambique.

• Avenir Advantage, an STS LNG bunkering vessel chartered
by a JV with Malaysia’s MISC Berhad, was one of the
three new vessels than came into operation in 2020. As
of February 2021, a total of 22 LNG bunkering vessel were
in operation globally. At 7,500 m3, Avenir Advantage was
joint 6th largest.

LNG Trade
Despite COVID-19 impacts on demand and supply, global LNG trade
continued its upward trend in 2020 for the another year, reaching
356.1 MT. The increase in trade seen, however, was much smaller
compared to the growth seen in 2019, at only 1.4 MT versus 40.9
MT.

LNG Liquefaction Plants
In 2020, 20.0 million tonnes per annum (MTPA) of liquefaction
capacity was brought online, increasing global liquefaction capacity
to 452.9 MTPA1 at the end of the year. The average global
utilisation rate in 2020 was 74.6%, compared to 81.4% in 2019.

LNG Receiving Terminals
As of February 2021, global LNG regasification capacity reached a
high of 850.1 MTPA. Supported by a strong appetite for natural gas,
LNG receiving capacity has continued to grow. Expansion in import
capacity was primarily driven by existing LNG markets including
China, India, Chinese Taipei, the United States (Puerto Rico), and
Brazil. New import markets emerged for the first time since 20181
with Myanmar adding their first regasification terminal in 2020 and
Croatia in early 2021.

https://www.igu.org/resources/world-lng-report-2021/
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MGA President, Hazli Sham Kassim spoke on the
‘Collaborative Government-Association Synergy for a
Sustainable and Vibrant Gas Industry’, at the 52nd
edition of the GECF Gas Lecture Series on 26 April
2021.

The 4th edition of Gas Lecture Series of 2021 began
with the Opening Remarks by the H.E Yury Sentyurin,
Secretary General of Gas Exporting Countries Forum
(GECF) highlighting the important platform GECF
providing through its Gas Lecture Series for the
industry players to communicate the important role
of natural gas play in the energy transition. The
Webinar then continued with the main agenda, Gas
Lecture Series by MGA President and followed by the
Moderated Panel Questions.

MGA President Delivered Gas Lecture at 
52nd GECF Gas Lecture Series

MGA President presented the following topics during his 30
minutes Gas Lecture presentation:

1. MGA’s role in Shaping National Policy

2. Gas driving Socio-Economic Growth

3. Natural Gas Roadmap to Future Proof Industry

4. Future Opportunities for gas in Malaysia

From his Gas lecture, Hazli Sham concluded the following key
takeaways highlighting the significant role of an Association as
the lead advocate for a vibrant gas industry.

1. A clear and comprehensive National Energy Policy,
supported by a vibrant gas industry, is vital for Malaysia’s
economic growth and energy transition

2. The Natural Gas Roadmap sets path towards a vibrant and
sustainable gas industry by ensuring security of supply,
healthy demand, spurring investments and positioning gas
to address energy trilemma.

3. As the lead advocate, MGA will continue to play a
proactive and collaborative role to support realise national
energy aspirations.

“By joining and having an Association like Malaysian
Gas Association in the gas industry, I think we can be
under one umbrella, speak with one voice and standing
with respect in front of policymakers for the benefits of
the gas industry across the value chain. Without MGA,
it could be chaotic and difficult for the gas industry to
speak out and engage decision-makers”, MGA President
responded to a question on how the gas industry will
look like without the existence of MGA.

Watch the video from MGA President Gas Lecture Session at
this link and also the Q&A & Closing session at this link

https://youtu.be/o1Fp2tY7hT0
https://youtu.be/05ZJfx7nOlE


“The gas industry has helped and contributed to Malaysian economies during the last 18 months when the
pandemic hits theworld”.

“The gas industry has continued contributing to ensure the security of electricity supply to the healthcare facilities
during the pandemic”.

“The LNG infrastructure development in South & Southeast Asia as a region with the fastest-growing energy
needs, positioning gas as the important energy source to ensure the security of supply and to meet the region’s
energy demand that is expected to grow triple by 2040”.
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In his Regional Coordinator capacity, Hazli Sham shared
his view in 30 minutes discussion emphasising the
importance of gas in the economic recovery, making its
way towards a sustainable energy system in South &
Southeast Asia and the world.
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SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

MGA President Speaks on the Importance of 
Gas in the Economic Recovery on WGC 

Explores Interview Series

Initiated by the International Gas Union (IGU) in
conjunction with the upcoming World Gas Conference
2022, the WGC Explores is a series of wide-ranging
dialogues amongst the industry’s brightest minds and
influential voices to foster learning, inspiration and
provoke conversations that matter in the energy sector.

MGA is proud to be a part of the WGC Explores
Interview Series, where MGA President, Hazli Sham
Kassim shared his views as the IGU Regional Coordinator
for South and Southeast Asia that has been recently
coordinated by World Gas Conference (WGC) on 2nd
June 2021. Moderated by Matthew Doman, IGU Public
Affairs, the Asia / Australasia series is also featuring
Graeme Bethune, IGU Regional Coordinator and
Chairman of Australian Gas Industry Trust.

Watch the interview video available at this link

In his particular insights, Hazli Sham highlighted: 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNB1pwWwiCXzGtfEI5KEvx9LL33dSCAB-
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COMMUNICATIONS

IGU’s History Book to Commemorate its 90th Anniversary

IGU’s History Book also features MGA’s leadership & proactive journey with IGU

Read IGU 90th History Book available at this link

The International Gas Union (IGU) has recently published a History Book to commemorate its
90th Anniversary a the Global Voice for Gas.

Called “International Gas Union 1931-2021: The History of The Global Voice of Gas”, the
History Book charts its journey as a widely recognised lead advocate for the global gas
industry ever since it was founded in 1931. It also showcased the truly significant
achievements and milestone, led by 29 different Presidents, including MGA’s very own
President, Datuk Ir (Dr) Abdul Rahim Hashim, who became IGU President for the triennium
2010-2012.

Today, IGU’s members represented approximately 95% of the global gas sales and is on track
to achieve it vision of improve the quality of life by advancing gas as a key contributor to a
sustainable energy future.

MGA is proud to be playing a proactive part in IGU’s journey ever since it became its Charter
Member in 1986 and congratulates IGU and all its members a Happy 90th Anniversary.

“ As the Global Voice of Gas, IGU will spearhead the industry’s effort in making a strong case
for the continuing energy role of gas to policymakers, politicians and other stakeholders. It will
be very important to highlight our industry’s expertise and investment in infrastructure that
will be a driver and enabler of new gases like biomethane, synthetic gas and hydrogen and that
our members are involved in the development of a wide range of new technologies that will
have important roles in decarbonisation.”

Joe M Kang, President, International Gas Union (IGU)

Click the book cover to 
download the History Book

25th WGC 2012 closing ceremony; Oppa Gangnam Style! 

https://malaysiangas.com/2021/07/08/igu-90th-history-book/
https://malaysiangas.com/2021/07/08/igu-90th-history-book/
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IGU’s Publications

5

Read the IGU Global Voice of Gas magazine Q2 2021 Edition
that has been published by IGU on 21st June 2021 with
updates from Hazli Sham Kassim, IGU Regional Coordinator
for South & Southeast Asia Region on pages 13 & 14 at this
link

International Gas Union (IGU) has released its 12th annual
World LNG Report which highlight events of the exceptional
2020 that impacted the LNG market globally published on 3rd

June 2021.

Watch the summary of IGU 2021 World LNG Report at this link
and learn more about Malaysia’s role in the global LNG market
on page 9 of this Quarterly Update.

The International Gas Union (IGU) has recently published a History
Book to commemorate its 90th Anniversary a the Global Voice for
Gas. Learn more about MGA’s leadership and proactive
participation in IGU on page 12 of this Quarterly Update.

Published on 8th July 2021, IGU released Wholesale Gas Price
Survey 2021 Edition Report that provides a unique global
database on the evolution of gas markets, changes in gas price
formation mechanisms, and wholesale gas prices. Read the full
report that represents data from 94 national-level gas markets,
covering 98% of total world natural gas consumption at this link

https://www.igu.org/news/global-voice-of-gas-4/
https://youtu.be/W7PSH2Hro-4
https://www.igu.org/resources/global-wholesale-gas-price-survey-2021/
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Industry Talk: Conversation on D&I: Women in (Energy) Transition
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Dr. Wei-Nee Chen
Vice President, 

New Energy Ventures, 

Hibiscus Petroleum 
Berhad

Barbara Jinks 
Program Manager for 

Green Gas Delivery & Use, 

International Renewable 
Energy Agency (IRENA)

Suhana Sidik
Head of Portfolio 

Management and Risk, 
New Energy, 

PETRONAS

Rosman Hamzah
Secretary General,
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MODERATOR PANELISTS comprising leading Women In Energy

MGA in collaboration with PETRONAS Leading Women Network (PLWN) successfully organised the 2nd edition
of #MGAIndustryTalk on 22 April 2021. The event was supported by Malaysia Women in Energy (MyWiE).

Focusing on the role of women in energy transition and the increasing blurring of lines between the oil & gas
and the renewable energy sector, the live event drew strong interest from both MGA members and PLWN
communities.

Emcee for the day,

Nabila Farhana 
Zainal Abidin,

PLWN 

Opening Remarks by 

Hazli Sham Kassim, 

President, MGA &  
Lead, Signature 
Program 2, PLWN

The panel session was filled with captivating stories that showcased the unique experiences encountered by the
panelists in transcending between the oil & gas and the renewable energy sectors.

The blurring of line between oil & gas and renewable energy
provides opportunities for professionals to migrate or transverse
between the two sectors;

D&I status, opportunities and challenges in both sectors;

How the two sectors can learn from each other to improve D&I
and increase women participation at all levels.

To learn more about this Industry Talk including the key takeaways, click this link

The following topics were highlighted during the
intriguing conversation:

The Industry Talk was featured on page 14 
of the @Green Magazine, Vol 1, Issue 6.

Click the photo below to access the 
magazine online.

In you missed the webinar, you can catch the  
entire conversation (panel session) on YouTube. 
Click the photo to access the recording.

https://malaysiangas.com/2021/05/06/women-energy-professionals-spark-captivating-conversation-on-the-role-of-women-in-energy-transition-at-mga-plwn-jointly-organised-industry-talk/
https://viewer.joomag.com/green-may-june-2021/0997955001622609674
https://viewer.joomag.com/green-may-june-2021/0997955001622609674
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5c27uBk7hM
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MGA in The News
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Read the press statement available on MGA website at this link

Read the press statement issued by GECF at this link

Read the press statement published on the Gulf Times at this link

Read the press statement published on the Gulf Times at this link

Read the press statement published on the Gulf Times at this link

https://malaysiangas.com/2021/05/05/press-statement-on-mga-holds-a-roundtable-dialogue-to-ensure-success-of-the-third-party-access/
https://www.gecf.org/events/government-industry-partnership-harbinger-for-progress
https://www.gulf-times.com/story/690065/Malaysia-expert-calls-for-clear-comprehensive-nati
https://www.qatar-tribune.com/news-details/id/211737/mga-president-kassim-to-deliver-gecf-gas-lecture-on-monday
https://www.qatar-tribune.com/PrintNews.aspx?id=212004
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COMMUNICATIONS

Check-Out MGA Social Media!

Check-out video content available on MGA Social Media!

Watch the video from MGA President 
Gas Lecture Session at this link

Watch the video from the Q&A & 
Closing session at this  link

Watch the video from Conversation on 
D&I: Women Role in (Energy) at this link

Watch the interview video available at this link

https://www.linkedin.com/company/malaysian-gas-association-mga
https://www.linkedin.com/company/malaysian-gas-association-mga
https://twitter.com/MGA_Official1
https://www.facebook.com/malaysiangasassociation/
https://instagram.com/malaysiangasassociation
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCm3VpDGX6sHXMuCurXtYnqw/featured
https://youtu.be/o1Fp2tY7hT0
https://youtu.be/05ZJfx7nOlE
https://youtu.be/T5c27uBk7hM
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNB1pwWwiCXzGtfEI5KEvx9LL33dSCAB-
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For being a part of MGA’s journey, 
throughout an amazing 22 years of 

dedication & hard work

1999 - 2021 

PUTRI KASSIM

You will be missed for your unfailing dedication to 
help MGA function a little better every day and 

for all the wonderful memories with MGA.  
Wishing you an enjoyable life ahead!  

Happy Retirement to Putri Kassim, 
the longest serving MGA employee.
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“I took solace of healing power in my little green space”

“Cooking for my loved ones is my THERAPY” 

“I believe all progress takes place outside the comfort 
zone and for that, I chose to work it out” 

The time saved from commuting can 
now be spent on music therapy......

“Coffee that keeps me going, when the rest seems 
pausing”

mailto:Secretariat@MalaysianGas.com

